To explore the behavioral experiment and event-related potentials experimental study of the psychological mechanism of art aesthetic processing. The college students are taken as experimental subjects and influence produced by art aesthetic processing through the behavioral experiment and time-correlation potentials experiment. The clarity, beauty and content availability of art works exert significant impact on the processing fluency of art works and the interaction effect among these three factors is significant. The higher the processing fluency of works, the greater the aesthetic preference obtained. The aesthetic preference is influenced by the processing fluency of art works. The higher the processing fluency, the higher the preference level. The clarity, beauty and content availability of art works all affect the processing fluency of works. The greater the beauty of works, the higher the processing fluency, and thus it can be recognized more quickly.
Introduction
The physiological and psychological aesthetic model has landmark significance in the field of aesthetic psychology. The physiological psychological aesthetic model believes that the appreciation of an art work will change the arousal of aesthetes. The aesthetic preference will be influenced by the change in arousal of aesthetes, and the reason for the change in arousal is that the appreciation of art works will bring pressure for aesthetes to understand the meaning of art works. If the aesthetes can smoothly process the work, then the pressure can be reduced and the arousal can also be reduced so that the aesthetes can obtain aesthetic pleasure and aesthetic preference from the sudden change of arousal. The physiological psychological aesthetic model gives a good explanation for the generation mechanism of positive aesthetic emotions, but it cannot explain some of the common phenomena in the aesthetic process (Cinzia et al., 2009) . For example, although sometimes the appreciation of art works brings negative emotions to the aesthetes, they still think that these art works can bring aesthetic feelings.
Researches have found that although the preference rating obtained by the color cards of various colors are different, in the same color system, the preference of the subjects towards, the color cards all presents the same rule. That is, the higher the prototype degree of the color cards the higher the preference rating obtained by the color cards. Researches of aesthetic psychology also explore the impact of prototype degree on facial aesthetic preference. The researchers ask the subjects to evaluate the artificial synthetic faces with different prototype degree and the results show that the higher the prototype degree of faces, the higher the aesthetic preference rating obtained (Brattico et al., 2013) . In short, people are very likely to be influenced by the effect of prototype preference, and usually the faces with high prototype degree with clear facial features are more popular. Researches have also found that there is significant interaction effect between the performance style of and the prototype of art works. Studies have shown that the impact of prototype degree on individuals is particularly significant in terms of the aesthetic preference of three-dimensional art works. There are significant differences in the aesthetic preference score obtained by three-dimensional art works with different prototype degree. The aesthetic preference score of three-dimensional art works with high prototype degree is significantly higher than that of three-dimensional art works with low prototype degree, but the prototype preference effect is influenced by the art knowledge of the subjects.
From the generation of aesthetic psychology in the 20th century, psychologists have tried to interpret the aesthetic psychological mechanism by various schools of theories such as psychoanalysis, gestalt and behaviorism. However, no clear answer has yet been obtained. The study of aesthetic psychology started from an objective perspective and aimed to confirm the influencing factors of aesthetic appreciation. The study has found that balance, symmetry and clarity are the main influencing factors of aesthetic appreciation (Verstegen, 2016) . The current research on aesthetic psychology pays close attention to the impact of individual differences of aesthetes on aesthetic appreciation and supports the subjective construction viewpoint: aesthetic appreciation is the subjective interpretation of art works by the aesthetes.
Aesthetic emotional experience and aesthetic judgment. The model believes that aesthetic emotional experience and aesthetic judgment are relatively independent. The aesthetic cognitive processing of art works by aesthetes will affect the aesthetic emotional experience. Successful aesthetic cognitive processing often brings positive aesthetic emotional experience while failing aesthetic cognitive processing often brings negative aesthetic emotional experience. In short, the aesthetic emotional experience is seriously affected by the results of the aesthetic cognitive processing in the early stage. However, aesthetic judgment is not necessarily affected by the success or failure of aesthetic cognitive processing. The knowledge and experience of aesthetes have great impact on aesthetic judgment. Some scholars classify the aesthetic judgment into happiness-oriented and cognitionoriented. They believe that the aesthetes without artistic knowledge are more inclined to make happiness-oriented aesthetic judgment. The aesthetic judgment of this type of aesthetes is influenced by the aesthetic emotional experience to a large extent and whether the aesthetic emotional experience is pleasant or not is the criterion for their aesthetic judgment. They tend to give higher aesthetic evaluation of the art work when their aesthetic emotional experience is pleasant and they tend to give lower aesthetic evaluation of the art work when their aesthetic emotional experience is unpleasant (Maynard, 2016) .
Methods

Event-related potentials
Event-related potentials refer to the potential changes induced in the corresponding brain regions when the outside world gives a particular stimulus to the individual sensory system or a certain part of the brain. This particular stimulus is often referred to as an event. Researchers have muptiple types of classification of ERPs and the commonly used classification is to divide ERPS into exogenous components and endogenous components. Exogenous components are the early components of stimuli produced by the human brain and the impact of physical properties of the stimuli such as intensity, type and frequency is particularly prominent (Phelps et al., 2005) , like the P50, Nl of audition and the c1 and P1 of vision. Endogenous components are closely related to the process of individual cognitive mental processing, reflecting the psychological processing process, which reflects the processing process of attention, memory and thinking, such as CNV, p300, and N40. Endogenous components are rarely affected by the physical characteristics of the stimulus (The main characteristics of the endogenous and exogenous components of event-related potentials are shown in Table 1 below). With the development of science, more and more physiological measurement technology has been used in psychological researches and the currently used psychophysiological techniques mainly include microelectrode measurement (single cell, multicellularity and local field potentials recording), hemodynamic measurement and electromagnetic measurement. These techniques are compared from the perspective of non-invasive, spatial resolution, time resolution and cost, as is shown in Table 2 .
Experimental hypothesis
The recognition reaction time of art works is related to the preference evaluation of art works obtained. The shorter the recognition reaction time of the art work by aesthetes, the higher the preference rating given to the art work. The clarity, content availability and beauty of the work will affect the aesthetic preference of aesthetes through the impact on the processing fluency of the art work (Reber et al., 2004) .
Experimental methods
Thirty college students are selected for this experiment, half males and half females. These students do not receive any artistic training and have normal eyesight or corrected eyesight. They are all right-handed and none of them have participated in related experiments. The subjects are voluntary to participate in this experiment and all participants are paid RMB 30 after the completion of experiment 3. During the experiment, subjects will sit comfortably in the well-lit laboratory. The experimental procedures are presented on the Hps700 laptop through the E-prime 2.0 software. At the beginning of the experiment, the instruction will be displayed on the screen, requiring the subjects to immediately press the Y key once they recognize the object in the painting and to press the R key if they do not recognize the object (Leder et al., 2004) .
Subjects will rest for 10 minutes to progress into Experiment 2 after the completion of Experiment 1. The same stimulus is used in Experiment 2 as in Experiment 1, but the stimulus is presented in different order. Each picture will be presented for 1000ms. After 1000ms, the picture will disappear. The subjects are required to make a five-grade aesthetic evaluation of the picture by pressing the key. The 1 represents significantly unattractive and 5 represents significantly attractive. The subjects make choices based on their own preference. After the scoring, the subjects will move on to the next trial. Also, the subjects are required to make the aesthetic judgment as soon as possible. Practices are conducted before the formal experiment and the number of practices is controlled by the subjects, which is based on full understanding of the instruction (Chatterjee, 2011) .
Results and discussion
Experimental results
According to the experimental procedure, if the subjects cannot make the recognition reaction in 50ooms, the reaction procedure will automatically skip to the next trial. Therefore, when discussing the recognition reaction of the subjects, the recognition reaction time of the subjects when they make the unrecognizable judgment will be converted to 5000ms. Meanwhile, the reaction time when the subjects make the unrecognizable judgment is reserved, which is used to study the processing time of the subjects when they make the unrecognizable judgment (Burke, 2015) . Matched with the beauty, clarity and content availability of art works, altogether 18 experimental conditions are constituted. The average recognition reaction time and preference score under each condition are shown in Table 3 .
The simple effect analysis shows that generally, the greater the clarity, the shorter the recognition reaction time. The interaction effect between the beauty and the content availability is extremely significant at the factory (4,116)=8.755, P< .001. The simple effect analysis shows that there is significant effect between the content availability and beauty in two levels. The specific content is shown in Table 4 .
Matched with the beauty, clarity and content availability of art works, altogether 18 experimental conditions are constituted. Table 5 shows the preference score for each condition. The correlation analysis is conducted on the recognition reaction time and evaluation scores of the subjects, r=-.255, P=.000, indicating significant negative correlation. This shows that the slower the cognitive processing of art works, the lower the preference score. The test is performed on the average of the evaluation score of recognizable pictures and unrecognizable pictures and the results show that there is a significant difference between these two, P=.OO2. The score of unrecognizable pictures (2.61 points) is significantly lower than that of unrecognizable pictures (3.08 points) (The impact of beauty and clarity on the evaluation of the preference of art works is shown in Table 6 ).
Discussion
The results of the study show that the clarity, beauty and content availability of art works exert significant impact on the processing fluency of art works, and the interaction effect among these three factors are significant. The higher the processing fluency of art works, the greater the aesthetic preference obtained. ERP data confirms a positive correlation between processing fluency and high aesthetic preference (Nami et al., 2011) . The first stage of aesthetic processing is to perceive art works. This stage of processing is similar to that of ordinary perceptual processing and there is no aesthetic emotion in the process. At the end of the stage, the aesthetes make the judgment on whether the art work is worthy of further appreciation. At this time, the aesthetic emotion is generated. If the art work is defined as worthy of aesthetic appreciation, the aesthetes will continue to invest in psychological resources to process it. At the completion of this stage, the aesthetes produce a representation of the art work. Afterwards, the aesthetic processing progresses into the final stage -the stage of aesthetic judgement. At this stage, the aesthetes evaluate the art work based on the representation and consciously experience the aesthetic emotions. 
Conclusions and outlooks
This experiment takes the explicit classification paradigm and picture perception paradigm as the experimental paradigm and the psychological mechanism of aesthetic processing is explored using behavioral technique and ERP technique. The aesthetic preference is influenced by the processing fluency of art works. The higher the processing fluency, the greater the preference degree. The clarity, beauty and content availability will all affect the processing fluency of art works. The greater the beauty of art works, the higher the processing fluency, and thus it can be recognized more quickly. The aesthetes produce the classification gist of whether this art work is worth further aesthetic processing based on clarity, beauty and content availability, and then the gist is further processed to produce the aesthetic preference of the art work.
